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Veroza Group was founded with the vision of helping our customers in the Defense, Aerospace and 
Governmental industry achieve their objectives and goals, and guide them in the various markets in order to 

help them getting a better advantage in their specific sector. 
We assist on purchase orders between governments, DOD (departments of defence) and our general 

customers and listed suppliers. 
  

Furthermore we facilitate complete transactions and manage the process of sourcing items and products, and 
arrange logistics solutions with complete oversight of the value chain. 

we deliver integrated solutions to solve the challenges faced by defence, internal security and peacekeeping 
forces and offer a wide array of solutions and services for the aerospace industry and governmental sector.

Aside from assisting Governments, Departments of Defense (DOD) and 
sovereign nations with a wide array of services and equipment, 

we continuously make it a priority to aid Nato and The United Nations in 
their peacekeeping missions and efforts to advocate for stability and 

peace globally. 

Our team of professionals comprise of former Special Forces operators, 
aviation and shipping professionals, Intelligence operators, and 

engineers combined with a team of consultants. 
The wide array of professionals enables us to solve diverse and 

complex tasks and provide us with the necessary insight to assist our 
clients in the best way possible.   

ABOUT
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At Veroza Group we specialise in delivery of 
tactical and operational equipment. 

In cooperation with our partners we offer a wide 
array of services in the Defense, Aerospace and 

Governmental sector. 
Our experience and vast network allows us to 
engage with customers and clients in various 

sectors and enables us to provide tailored services. 
  

We have extensive experience in equipping forces 
for national defence or peacekeeping missions. We 
begin with gaining a thorough understanding of our 
clients’ unique challenges, terrains and needs and 
apply the correct solutions and services to assist 

our customers.

CAPABILITIES
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CAPABILITIES

Veroza Group serves the naval defence industry in cooperation with our 
strategic partnerships with global market leaders. 

We assist in the acquisition, production and installation of equipment, its 
installation and relevant training. 

  
Our aviation solutions include sourcing, training and specialised transportation 

of equipment and personal in various environments including hostile areas. 
Our air transportation capabilities further includes IMO class cargo. 

In our efforts to provide our clients with a wide array of cargo delivery options, 
Veroza Group has established a partnership with Volga Dnepr which owns and 

operates the largest fleet of Antonov cargo planes and allows us to conduct 
oversized cargo delivery globally.
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TACTICAL & OPERATIONAL EQ.

TACTICAL & OPERATIONAL EQUIPMENT
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TACTICAL & OPERATIONAL EQ.

Our portfolio of equipment ranges from tactical and operational 
equipment to lighter products as used in peacekeeping missions.  

Our vast network and many partnerships allows us to provide 
specialised items, including OEM products for the Defense and 

Aerospace industry. 

We assist our customers in rapid deployable evacuation 
operations, strengthening  national Defense capabilities 

and foreign humanitarian missions disaster relief among others.

Our commitment to support the Defense 
industry with reliable tactical and 

operational equipment and 
provide operators with advanced military 

grade products maintains a priority. 
  

Our expertise in supplying Special 
Operation Forces with specialised 

equipment is partly enabled by our team 
in Veroza Group which comprises of 

former Special Forces operators, with a 
vast experience in deployments, 

combined with knowledge ranging from 
combat missions to peacekeeping and 

reconnaissance missions.
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The often harsh environment soldiers, medics and 
general staff and personal operate under requires 

tailored equipment at times, 
and necessitates differentiated equipment and the 

need to identify the correct items for missions 
specific challenges is crucial. 

We assist our clients and customers in identifying 
which configurations and specifications they require 

for the specific challenges they face.

TACTICAL & OPERATIONAL EQ.
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TACTICAL & OPERATIONAL EQ.

Our ability to source equipment through our joint 
partnerships globally allows us to offer standard 

equipment and more specialised items.  
  

Furthermore we recognise the time sensitive nature 
of deliverance of certain items and make use our 
extensive shipping and logistic network to ensure 

timely and rapid delivery of products.

Veroza Group specialise in platform and range 
support, providing full spectrum aviation, ground, 

and maritime maintenance and operation solutions. 
We provide cost- effective tools combined with 
experienced thought leadership and enhanced 

processes to meet global, mission-critical customer 
needs through product support, transportation and 

distribution, and logistics enablers. 

Our extensive global presence and network allows 
us to engage in complex freight missions and 

support our customers in their efforts to reduce 
transportation cost and time.

Veroza delivers equipment, supplies, facilities, 
transportation, tools, materials and other items and 
services necessary to perform Command, Control, 

Communications, Computers, Intelligence, 
Surveillance and Reconnaissance missions 

including IMO class freight.  
We focus on tailored solutions to meet the demands 

of our clients, which have included PAX 
transportation into non-friendly environments, 

oversized cargo, and continue to support 
peacekeeping missions and aid relief. 
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COMPLIANCE

Veroza Group have undergone financial and operational auditing to ensure the companies eligibility to 
engage into national and international defence contracts and holds membership with FAD (Danish 

Defence and Security Industries Association).
 

Ethical conduct is a priority of our business and we commit to incorporate integrity and compliance 
throughout all levels of the company. 

Our employees are responsible for reviewing and recommending policies and procedures that maintain a 
business environment committed to high standards of ethics, integrity, sustainability, and legal compliance.
Ethical conduct and integrity carried on from the corporate offices to the field and is a prerequisite for all of 

our employees and partners. 
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Veroza Group is an accredited and 
registered supplier to NATO, with a 

dedicated NCAGE number.

NATO  is an intergovernmental military 
alliance between 30 North American and 

European countries.
The organisation implements the North 
Atlantic Treaty that was signed on 4th of 

April 1949.

NATO constitutes a system of collective 
defence whereby its independant member 

states agree to mutual defence in response 
to an attack by an external party.

MEMBERSHIPS

Veroza Group retains membership with FAD. 

FAD is the organisation of the Danish defence, 
security and aerospace industry, and the focal 
point concerning all matters related to defence 

and aerospace industry, nationally and 
internationally.

Veroza Group is a member of the Confederation 
of Danish Industry. 

The Confederation of Danish Industry - DI - is 
Denmark’s largest, most representative and most 
influential business and employers’ organisation, 

covering manufacturing as well as service 
industries across sectors such as Defence, 

transport, energy, IT, health, trade and 
professional services.
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LOCATIONS
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For further information, please contact us 
at info@verozagroup.com 
Connect with Veroza Group at: 
www.verozagroup.com 
follow @verozagroup on Twitter  
and Veroza Group on LinkedIn 
  
Copyright © 2020 Veroza Group. All rights reserved.  
The information contained in this document is proprietary 
to Veroza Group unless stated otherwise and is made 
available in confidence; it must not be used or disclosed 
without the express written permission of Veroza Group. 
This document may not be copied in whole or in part in any 
form without the express written consent of Veroza 
Group which may be given by contract. 
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